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ABSTRACT

The study of biharmonic submanifolds, initiated by B. Y. Chen and G. Y. Jiang independently, has
received a great attention in the past 30 years with many important progress (see the reference
for some recent books with vast references therein). This note attempts to give a short survey
on the study of biharmonic Riemannian submersions which are a dual concept of biharmonic
submanifolds (i.e., biharmonic isometric immersions).
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1. Why biharmonic Riemannian submersions?

A map φ : (Mm, g) → (Nn, h) between Riemannian manifolds is called a harmonic map if its tension
field τ(φ) = Traceg∇dφ vanishes identically. Harmonic maps include many important objects studied in
mathematics, such as harmonic functions, geodesics, minimal submanifolds, and Riemannian submersions
with minimal fibers. For more on the related theory, applications and interesting links of harmonic maps see
[8], [9], [10] and [26].

A map φ : (Mm, g) → (Nn, h) is called a biharmonic map if it is a critical point of the bienergy functional
E2(, g) =

1
2

∫
M

|τ(φ)|2dvg , where τ(φ) is the tension field of φ. The first variation of the bienergy (see [12]) gives
the biharmonic map equation as:

τ2(φ) := Traceg
(
(∇φ)2τ(φ)−RN (dφ, τ(φ))dφ

)
= 0 (1.1)

where RN is the Riemannian curvature operator of the manifold (N,h).

Clearly, any harmonic map (τ(φ) ≡ 0) is biharmonic. So, we call a biharmonic map which is not harmonic a
proper biharmonic map.

Biharmonic submanifolds are the images of biharmonic isometric immersions. As biharmonic maps
generalize the concept of harmonic maps, biharmonic submanifolds are a generalization of minimal
submanifolds which are characterized as the images of harmonic isometric immersions.

The study of biharmonic submanifolds was initiated by B. Y. Chen [6, 7] and G. Y. Jiang [12, 13]
independently. It has become a hot topic of research with many important progress in the past 30 years. For
more detailed account on the origins, the main problems, and some recent progress see a recent book [18], [17]
and the vast references therein.

Riemannian submersions, as a dual concept of isometric immersions, are a subclass of conformal
submersions which are special cases of horizontally weakly conformal maps. Recall that a map
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φ : (M, g) → (N,h) between Riemannian manifolds is horizontally weakly conformal if for any p ∈M ,
either dφp = 0, or dφp|Hp : Hp → Tφ(p)N is conformal and onto, where Hp = (kerdφp)

⊥ is the horizontal
subspace of φ. This is equivalent to (see, e.g., [3]) the existence of function λ ≥ 0, called the dilation of φ,
such that h(dφ(X),dφ(Y )) = λ2(p)g(X,Y ) for any X,Y ∈ Hp. A conformal submersion is horizontally weakly
conformal map with dilation λ > 0, and in particular, when λ ≡ 1 it is called a Riemannian submersion.

The motivations to study biharmonic Riemannian submersions include

(1) biharmonic Riemannian submersions are a dual concept of biharmonic submanifolds which have
exhibited a rich theory and applications in understanding the submanifolds and the ambient spaces;

(2) biharmonic Riemannian submersions are a subclass of biharmonic conformal submersions which are
a generalization of harmonic morphisms. It would be interesting to know what part of the theory,
applications and interesting links of harmonic morphisms can be generalized to the case of biharmonic
Riemannian submersions;

(3) within the class of Riemannian submersions the 4th order biharmonic map equations reduce to a 2nd
order PDEs.

Biharmonic Riemannian submersions were first studied in [16] where the bitension field of a Riemannian
submersion was derived under the hypothesis that the tension field is basic, and some existence and non
existence results were also obtained. Some recent work has shown that there are many examples of proper
biharmonic Riemannian submersions whilst there are also many examples of Riemannian submersions which
are neither harmonic nor biharmonic.

Example 1.1. All of the following are proper biharmonic Riemannian submersions.
(a) φ :M4 = R4 \ {(0, 0, 0, x) : x ∈ R} → R2 with φ(x1, · · · , x4) = (

√
x21 + x22 + x23 , x4), see [11] for details.

(b) The projection of the warped product (see [11] for details)

φ : (R2
+ ×R, dx2 + dy2 + Cy4dz2) → (R2

+, dx
2 + dy2)

π(x, y, z) = (x, y),

where R2
+ = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : y > 0} and C be a positive constant.

(c) The projection from the product space H2 ×R (see [22] for details)
φ : H2 ×R = (R3, e2ydx2 + dy2 + dz2) → (R2, dy2 + dz2), φ(x, y, z) = (y, z).
(d) φ : S̃L(2,R) = (R3

+,
dx2+dy2

y2 + (dz + dx
y )2) → (R2, dy

2

y2 + dz2

2 ) with
φ(x, y, z) = (y, z), see [22] for details.

Example 1.2. The following Riemannian submersions are neither harmonic nor biharmonic maps.
(e) The metric projection φ : R3 → (N2 = R3/R, h) from Euclidean space R3 onto the orbit space of a free 1-
parameter isometric group action of R. See [21] for details.
(f) The Riemannian submersion from Nil space (see [21] for details)

φ : (R3, gNil = dx2 + dy2 + (dz − xdy)2) → (R2, dx2 + (1 + x2)−2dz2)

φ(x, y, z) = (x, z).

(g) The Riemannian submersion from Sol space (see [24] for details)

φ : (R3, gSol = e2zdx2 + e−2zdy2 + dz2) → (R2, e−2zdy2 + dz2), φ(x, y, z) = (y, z),

2. Biharmonic equations of Riemannian submersions

I. The case of general fiber dimensions: It is well known that the tension field of a Riemannian submersion
φ : (Mm, g) → (Nn, h) is given by

τ(φ) = −(m− n)dφ(µ), (2.1)

where µ = 1
m−n

∑m−n
s=1 (∇M

es es)
H with {es} being an orthonormal frame of the fibers is the mean curvature vector

field of the fibers of the Riemannian submersion. It follows that the harmonicity of a Riemannian submersion
is closely related to the minimality of the fibers of the Riemannian submersion.

The biharmonic equation of a Riemannian submersion as a special case of the conformal submersion given
in [2] and [14] seems hard to apply. The following form of the bitension field of a Riemannian submersion was
derived.
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Theorem 2.1. ([1]) The bitension field of a Riemannian submersion
φ : (Mm, g) → (Nn, h) is given by

τ2(φ) = −(m− n)dφ
( n∑

i=1

{
∇M

ei (∇
M
ei µ)

H −∇M
(∇M

ei
ei)H

µ+ [µ, (∇M
ei ei)

V ]
}

+

m∑
s=n+1

{[[µ, es], es] + [µ, (∇M
es es)

V ]} − (m− n)∇M
µ µ

)
−(m− n)RicciN (dφ(µ)), (2.2)

where {ei, es} (1 ≤ i ≤ n; 1 ≤ s ≤ m− n) is a local orthonormal frame on M with ei horizontal and es vertical, and µ
the mean curvature vector field of the fibers of φ.

Corollary 2.1. ([1]) A Riemannian submersion φ : (Mm, g) → (Nn, h) with basic mean curvature vector field µ of the
fibers is biharmonic if and only if

dφ
( n∑

i=1

{
∇M

ei (∇
M
ei µ)

H −∇M
(∇M

ei
ei)H

µ
}
− (m− n)∇M

µ µ
)
+RicciN (dφ(µ)) = 0. (2.3)

Note that by using (2.1) one can check that Equation (2.3) is equivalent to the following one which was
obtained in [16]:

Trh (∇N )2τ(φ) +∇N
τ(φ)τ(φ) + RicciN (τ(φ)) = 0. (2.4)

Many examples of proper biharmonic Riemannian submersions come from the projections of a warped
product onto its first factor. Here we have

Theorem 2.2. ([1]) The Riemannian submersion

φ : (Mm ×Nn, gM + e2λgN ) → (Mm, gM ), φ(x, y) = x

is biharmonic if and only if

grad∆λ+ 2RicciM (gradλ) +
n

2
grad |gradλ|2 = 0, (2.5)

where grad and ∆ are the gradient and the Laplace operators on (Mm, gM ).

Corollary 2.2. ([1]) The Riemannian submersion

ϕ : (Mm ×Nn, gM + e2λgN ) −→ (Mm, gM ), ϕ(x, y) = x

from an Einstein Manifold with RicciM = agM is biharmonic if and only if

∆λ+ 2aλ+
n

2
|gradλ|2 = C (2.6)

for a constant C, where ∆ is the Laplacian on (Mm, gM ).

Remark 2.1. (a) It was also proved in [4] that the projection

ϕ : (Mm ×Nn, gM + f2gN ) −→ (Mm, gM ), ϕ(x, y) = x

is proper biharmonic if and only if

Trg∇2grad ln f +RicciM (grad ln f) +
n

2
grad |grad ln f |2 = 0. (2.7)

(b) Note that the Riemannian submersion given by the projection of a warped product has basic mean curvature
vector field and a biharmonic equation in the form of (2.4) was also obtained in [19].
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II. The case of 1-dimensional fibers: An important tool to study biharmonic Riemannian submersion
φ : (Mn+1, g) → (Nn, h) is the integrability data of an adapted frame introduced in [21]. For simplicity, we
explain the idea in the case of n = 2.

A local orthonormal frame {e1, e2, e3} is said to be adapted to the Riemannian submersion φ : (M3, g) →
(N2, h) if {e1, e2} are basic (i.e., they are horizontal and are φ-related to a local orthonormal frame in the base
space), and {e3} is vertical. The existence of an adapted frame is easily checked (cf. e.g., [3]). For an adapted
frame {e1, e2, e3}, we known (see [15]) that [e1, e3] and [e2, e3] are vertical and [e1, e2] is φ-related to [ε1, ε2] for
an orthonormal frame {ε1, ε2} on the base manifold. It follows that

[ε1, ε2] = F1ε1 + F2ε2, (2.8)

for some function F1, F2 ∈ C∞(N). Denoting fi = Fi ◦ φ, i = 1, 2, we have
[e1, e3] = κ1e3,

[e2, e3] = κ2e3,

[e1, e2] = f1e1 + f2e2 − 2σe3.

(2.9)

where κ1, κ2 and σ ∈ C∞(M). The set of 5 functions {f1, f2, κ1, κ2 σ} is called the integrability data of the
adapted frame of the Riemannian submersion φ. Note that by using the integrability data the tensions field of
the Riemannian submersion can be expressed as

τ(φ) = −κ1ϵ1 − κ2ϵ2. (2.10)

Thus, φ is a harmonic Riemannian submersion if and only if κ1 = κ2 ≡ 0. Note also that the integrability data
σ ≡ 0 if and only if the Riemannian submersion has integrable horizontal distribution.

By using the integrability data we can reduce the 4th order PDEs of biharmonic Riemannian submersions
into a 2nd order system of PDEs.

Theorem 2.3. [21] A Riemannian submersion φ : (M3, g) → (N2, h) with an adapted frame {e1, e2, e3} and the
integrability data {f1, f2, κ1, κ2 σ} is biharmonic if and only if

−∆Mκ1 − f1e1(κ2)− e1(κ2f1)− f2e2(κ2)− e2(κ2f2)

+κ1κ2f1 + κ22f2 + κ1{−KN + f21 + f22 } = 0,

−∆Mκ2 + f1e1(κ1) + e1(κ1f1) + f2e2(κ1) + e2(κ1f2)

−κ1κ2f2 − κ21f1 + κ2{−KN + f21 + f22 } = 0,

(2.11)

where KN = RN
1212 ◦ φ = −[e2(f1)− e1(f2) + f21 + f22 ] is the Gauss curvature of (N2, h).

Similarly, a local orthonormal frame {e1, . . . , en, en+1} is adapted to the Riemannian submersion φ :
(Mn+1, g) → (Nn, h) if {e1, . . . , en} are horizontal and basic, and en+1 is vertical. It follows from [15] that
[ei, en+1] (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are vertical and [ei, ej ] (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n) are φ-related to [εi, εj ] for an orthonormal
frame {εi, . . . , εn} on (Nn, h). By setting

[εi, εj ] = F k
ijεk, (2.12)

for F k
ij ∈ C∞(N) and introducing fkij = F k

ij ◦ φ, ∀ i, j, k = 1, 2, . . . , n, we have{
[ei, en+1] = κien+1,

[ei, ej ] = fkijek − 2σijen+1, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
(2.13)

where κi, and σij ∈ C∞(M). The set of functions {fkij , κi, σij} is called the integrability data of the adapted
frame of the Riemannian submersion φ. By (2.13) one can easily check that

fkij = −fkji and σij = −σji, ∀ i, j, k = 1, 2, · · · , n. (2.14)

Note that the integrability data of a Riemannian submersion φ : (Mn+1, g) → (Nn, h) contains the following
geometric information of the spaces and the harmonicity of the Riemannian submersion.
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Corollary 2.3. For a Riemannian submersion φ : (Mn+1, g) → (Nn, h) with an adapted frame {e1, . . . , en+1} and the
assciated integrability data {fkij , κi, σij} defined on an open set U ⊆M , we have
(1) If fkij ≡ 0, ∀ i, j, k, then φ(U) is locally flat;
(2) σij ≡ 0, ∀ i, j if and only if the horizontal distribution on U is integrable;
(3) κi ≡ 0 ∀ i if and only if the Riemannian submersion is harmonic.

Proof. For (1), by definition, fkij = F k
ij ◦ φ. It follows that if fkij ≡ 0 ∀ i, j, k, then [εi, εj ] = F k

ijεk ≡ 0 for an
orthonormal frame {εj} on φ(U). It is easily check that in this case the Riemann curvature tensor vanishes
identically on φ(U) and hence a classical result in differential geometry implies that φ(U) is locally flat. For
(2), recall that the horizontal distribution of a Riemannian submersion in integrable if and only if its A tensor
AXY = 1

2 [X,Y ]V vanishes identically for any horizontal vector fields X,Y (see [15]). This and (2.13) gives (2).
Finally, (3) follows from the tension field formula

τ(φ) = −
n∑

i=1

κiϵi. (2.15)

Similarly, the biharmonicity of a Riemannian submersion can also be described by the integrability data as

Theorem 2.4. [1] A Riemannian submersion φ : (Mn+1, g) → (Nn, h) with an adapted frame {e1, . . . , en+1} and the
integrability data {fkij , κi, σij} is biharmonic if and only if

∆κk +

n∑
i,j=1

(
2ei(κj)P

k
ij + κj

[
ei(P

k
ij) + P l

ijP
k
il − κiP

k
ij − P l

iiP
k
lj

])
(2.16)

+RicciN (dφ(µ), dφ(ek)) = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , n,

where P k
ij =

1
2 (−f

j
ik − f ijk + fkij) for all i, j, k = 1, 2, · · · , n and ∆ denotes the Laplacian of (Mn+1, g).

3. Some recent work on biharmonic Riemannian submersions

An important problem in the study of biharmonic submanifolds is to classify biharmonic submanifolds
in some well known model spaces like space forms or more general homogeneous spaces. For example, let
M3(c) = R3, H3, S3 denote the 3-dimensional space forms, i.e., Euclidean, hyperbolic, or spherical space of
constant sectional curvature K = 0,−1, 1 respectively, then the following classification is well known.
Theorem A. [7, 13, 5] φ : (N2, h) →M3(c) is a proper biharmonic isometric immersion if and only if, up to a
homothety, φ is the inclusion i : S2 → S3, i(x) = (x, 1)/

√
2 or its restriction to an open set of S2.

In this section, we review the recent work [21, 22, 23, 24, 25] which give some classifications of proper
biharmonic Riemannian submersions from 3-dimensional manifolds including Thurston’s eight models of 3-
dimensional geometries, BCV spaces, and the product manifold M2 ×R.

Recall that a BCV space is a 3-dimensional Bianchi-Cartan-Vranceanu space defined by the 2-parameter
family of Riemannian manifolds

M3
m, l =

(
R3, g =

dx2 + dy2

[1 +m(x2 + y2)]2
+ [dz +

l

2

ydx− xdy

1 +m(x2 + y2)
]2
)
.

With different choices of the constants m, l, this family gives 7 well-known model spaces R3, S3, S2 ×R, H2 ×
R, S̃L(2,R), Nil, SU(2).

Recall also that Thurston’s 8 models of 3-dimensional geometries refers to: R3, H3, S3, S2 ×R, H2 ×
R, S̃L(2,R), Nil, Sol. So the family of BCV spaces contains six of the Thurston’s eight models for 3-
dimensional geometries except the hyperbolic space H3 and the Sol space.
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3.1. Biharmonic Riemannian submersions from space forms

The first classification of proper biharmonic Riemannian submersions shows a contrast to that of proper
biharmonic isometric immersions given in Theorem A.

Theorem 3.1. [21] There is NO proper biharmonic Riemannian submersion
φ :M3(c) → (N2, h) from a space form no matter what the target surface is.

3.2. Biharmonic Riemannian submersions from BCV spaces

Theorem 3.2. [22] A proper biharmonic Riemannian submersion π :M3
m, l → (N2, h) from a BCV 3-space exists only

in the cases: H2(4m)×R → R2, or
S̃L(2,R) → R2.

Corollary 3.1. [22] There is NO proper biharmonic Riemannian submersion from R3, S3, S2 ×R, Nil, SU(2) onto a
surface

Note that Theorem 3.2 tells us that among all 7 model spaces in the BCV space family only two: H2 ×R and
S̃L(2,R) admit proper Riemannian submersions onto a surface which has to be Euclidean plane R2. In each
of these cases many examples of proper biharmonic Riemannian submersions are also constructed in [22]. The
following uniqueness theorem was proved later in [23].

Proposition 3.1. [23] A Riemannian submersion π : H2 ×R → (N2, h) is proper biharmonic if and only if (N2, h)
is flat, and, up to an isometry, the map can be expressed as φ : H2 ×R → R2 with φ : (R3, e2ydx2 + dy2 + dz2) →
(R2, dy2 + dz2), φ(x, y, z) = (y, z), a projection of a warped product.

3.3. Biharmonic Riemannian submersions from Thurston’s 3-dimensional geometries

It follows from Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2, and the relationship between the family of BCV spaces
and Thurston’s 8 models of 3-dimensional geometries, the classification of proper biharmonic Riemannian
submersions from Sol space will completes the classification of all 8 model spaces of Thurston’s 3-dimensional
geometries. This is done by the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. [24] There is no proper biharmonic Riemannian submersion
φ : Sol ≡ (R3, gSol = e2zdx2 + e−2zdy2 + dz2) → (N2, h) from Sol space into a surface.

Thus, we can summarize the classification of proper biharmonic Riemannian submersions from Thurston’s
3-dimensional geometries as follows.

Theorem 3.4. [21, 22, 24] A proper biharmonic Riemannian submersion from Thurston’s 3-dimensional geometries:
R3, H3, S3, S2 ×R, H2 ×R, S̃L(2,R), Nil, Sol exists only in the cases: H2(4m)×R → R2, or S̃L(2,R) → R2.

Again, we remark that the biharmonicity of Riemannian submersions from 3-dimensional geometries not
just imposes conditions the geometry and/or topology of the the total spaces but also forces the based space
to be flat.

3.4. Biharmonic Riemannian submersions from M2 ×R

For biharmonic Riemannian submersions from the productM2 ×R, where (M2, g) is a general 2-dimensional
manifold, we have

Theorem 3.5. [23] For a proper biharmonic Riemannian submersion
π :M2 ×R → (N2, h) from the product space, we have either
(i) (N2, h) is flat, and locally, up to an isometry of the domain and/or codomain, π is the projection of the special twisted
product

π : (R3, e2p(x,y)dx2 + dy2 + dz2) → (R2, dy2 + dz2), π(x, y, z) = (y, z), (3.1)

with the twisting function p(x, y) such that py ̸= 0 and solves the PDE

∆py := pyyy + pyypy + e−2p(x,y)(pxxy − pxypx) = 0, rmor (3.2)
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(ii) (N2, h) is non-flat, and locally, up to an isometry of the domain and/or codomain, the map can be expressed as

π : (R3, e2p(x,y)dx2 + dy2 + dz2) → (R2, dy2 + e2λ(y,ϕ)dϕ2),
π(x, y, z) = (y, F

(
z −

∫
eφ(x)dx

)
),

(3.3)

where p(x, y) = ln | tanα(y)|+ φ(x), λ = ln | sinα(y)|+ w(ϕ) with the functions φ(x), w(ϕ) and nonconstant function
F (u) satisfying F ′(z −

∫
eφ(x)dx) = e−w(ϕ) and z −

∫
eφ(x)dx =

∫
ew(ϕ)dϕ, and α(y) is the angle between the fibers of

π and E3 = ∂z solving the ODE

α′′′ sinα cos2 α+ cosα(sin2 α+ 3)α′α′′ + sinα(2 cos2 α+ 3)α′3 = 0.

Note that the Riemannian submersion in Case (ii) of Theorem 3.5 is a map (3.3) depending on the function F ,
the following corollary shows that after changes of coordinates, a proper biharmonic Riemannian submersions
from a product manifold onto a non-flat surface can be described explicitly as a simple map between two
special warped product manifolds with the warping functions solving an ODE.

Corollary 3.2. [23] A proper biharmonic Riemannian submersion π :M2 ×R → (N2, h) from product manifold into
a non-flat surface is locally, up to an isometry of the domain and/or codomain, π is a map between two special warped
product spaces given by

π : (R3, tan2 α(y) dt2 + dy2 + dz2) → (R2, dy2 + sin2 α(y) dψ2)
π(t, y, z) = (y, z − t),

(3.4)

where α(y) is the angle between the fibers of π and E3 = ∂
∂z solving the ODE

α′′′ sinα cos2 α+ cosα(sin2 α+ 3)α′α′′ + sinα(2 cos2 α+ 3)α′3 = 0. (3.5)
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